
Class-8 

Sub-English 

Topic-Advia! 

 

Q.1.What type of story is 'Advia'?  

Ans. It based on a real-life incident story.  

 

2.At which project puja's father worked on?  

Ans.. Her father worked on Khanabad Irrigation project.  

 

3.Where they come to spend their holidays?  

Ans..The small town of Kunduz.  

 

4.Where Kunduz not far from?  

Ans. It is not far from the Russian border.  

 

5.Where they visited ?  

Ans... They visited the historical place of Balk.  

 

6.What profession was Puja's father did?  

Ans. Engineering.  

 

7.What type of manner the people of Afghanistan had done?  

Ans. The people of Afghanistan are rather friend ly and hospitable.  

 

8.Why did puja feel like crying?  

Ans. Puja feel like crying all afternoon even though the family was safe because when she khow that 

the actual meaning of the word Advia was medicine .so the men shouted for help and she felt pain 

for them.  

 

9.What was happened when Puja's father read the meaning of Advia?  

Ans. Puja's father's face was pale and his eyes looked trouble as he said in a flat voice, Advia means 

medicine.  

 

10.Why was Puja not pleased at all?  

Ans. They were defeated the men at last but puja faught the voice still running through in her mind 

that advia! advia! she wonder what it mean thats why she was not pleased at all.  

 

11.Why did Sudhir think that the men were out to get the watches and chain?  

Ans. Sudhir think that the men were dacoit and he felt that they had time to pull out their khief and 

they were out to get their watch and his mother's chain.  

 

12.How did family escaped from the men?  

Ans. The family escaped from the men with a terrific situation. when they tried to stop their car than 

puja's father moving his car burridly  with a great. Their car speedily in a few seconds and they were 

all safe. 

 

Topic..... Flutters of thought 

 

Q.1.What does poet compare her thought and why?  



Ans. The poet  compare her thought with a moth which would not be caught like her thought . She 

wish, she could wrap her works like a moth's restless wings and with her thought in her mind make a 

beautiful poem.  

 

 

2.Why does she talk about cocoons?  

Ans. The poet want to diverse the words to weave cocoons . She knit the word dictionary to hold 

such lovely things for make poetry and lyrics to the tunes that float through time and touch the 

heart of all who hear with magic in their rhyme.  

 

3.Who write the poem "Flutters of thought"?  

Ans. Susan Eckenrode.  

 

4.word meaning: 

 

Flutter=Impulse 

 

Fleet=Ferry boat 

 

Cocoons=Follicle/Dictionary 

 

Weave=knit 

 

Wrap=Hide/conceal 


